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Abstract - Heart disease is a build-up of fatty plaques in the arteries and calcium outside the major artery. Many techniques 
have been used for the ailment of this problem by using various algorithms. These manual method of consultation is difficult and 
time consuming in severe cases. This study proposes an easy method of user-system interaction by hybrid approach of several 
algorithms like logistic regression, Gaussian NB, linear SVC, K-Neighbours, Decision Tree and Random Forest. In this hybrid 
approach the best performed algorithm is used in the final evaluation. Results: For heart disease detection, The Linear SVC model 
achieved best results with accuracy: 90.78%, precision: 96.87%, sensitivity: 83.78%, F1 score: 89.85%, ROC: 90.60%. Conclusion: 
This proposed system illustrates the use of interactive system to predict heart disease by using multi feature classification and 
hybrid approach which has promising results compared the previous studies and methods. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
 

Heart disease is also known as cardiovascular disease (CVD) which remains as the number one reason for death rate globally. 
There are various CVD diseases, such as angina, heart failure, Coronary heart disease, congenital heart disease and so on. Nearly, 
17.9 million people are losing their lives who are at the early age of 70’s because of this CVD. The main risk factors of heart 
disease nowadays are due to unhealthy diet plans, intake of alcohol and tobacco, smoking, lack of physical activities and stress due 
to work. The effects of these risk factors lead to raise in blood pressure, blood lipids, overweight and so on. The other main 
reason for CVD is because of the building up of calcium in major artery outside the heart which is predicted as future heart attack 
or stroke. The more extensive the calcium in the walls of blood vessel, the greater will be the risk of future CVD. 

There are several classifiers used to detect heart disease such as logistic regression, Gaussian NB, Linear SVC, Decision Tree, K-
Neighbours, and Random Forest. Logistic Regression is a supervised machine learning algorithm that is used to model the 
probability of a certain class or an event. It is used when the data is linearly separable and its outcome is binary in nature. 

Gaussian NB is a generative model. It assumes that each class follows a Gaussian distribution. It is used specifically when the 
features have continuous values. 

Linear SVC is to fit to the data provided and resulting the best fit hyper plane which categorizes the data. After getting    the hyper 
plane, some features can be fed to the classifier to check what the predicted class is. 

Decision Tree uses various algorithms to decide to split a node into 2 or more sub-nodes. As the sub-nodes increases its purity 
also increases. The data is split continuously according to the specified parameters. 

The main goal of this study is to develop a hybrid model of all the algorithms that best suit the prediction and make the model 
more accurate by people having the knowledge about their health condition much before so that they can have a proper 
treatment and get cured without any serious issues. Thereby, reducing the death rate globally due to heart disease. 

 
2. METHODOLOGY 
 
The proposed methodology aims to predict weather the patient is suffering from the heart disease or not. This automation helps 
doctors to analyze the critical condition of the patients. Hence it also helps in improvement of treatments. Patients can take many 
precautions and helps to save many lives. In this project, we are using various algorithms i.e. we are implementing by using 
hybrid technology with multiclass dataset. Multiclass dataset represents various levels i.e. 0, 1,2,3,4. The model makes use of 
several machine learning techniques and algorithms in an effort to offer a more precise answer to the problem. Numerous ML 
techniques are used here on the data set. For instance, the K Nearest Neighbors method, Random Forest, Logistic Regression, 
Gaussian NB, Regression Tree, etc. A hybrid model is created employing all these techniques for increased accuracy. Additionally, 
the model works with practically all patient record types. Pre- processing of the dataset involves reducing noise and outliers. The 
dataset has now been split into train and test data. Data that is 75% trained is referred to as train data. Data deemed to be test 
data make up 25% of the total. The figure- based methods below are used to generate the ML models. 
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Fig -1: Flow Chart 
 

The below figure shows the data flow of the proposed model: 

 

Fig -2: Proposed System 
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2.1 Data source and Dataset Description 

 
In this project, the dataset is taken from UCI Repository of Machine Learning Databases. This dataset contains a total of 303 
records with 14 medical features. The original values 1, 2, 3, 4 were transformed in one that is the presence of heart disease. All 
features have some values in the dataset. It is explained in the below table. 

1 Age Age Age of patients in years. 
2 Sex Sex 0 is for females, 

1 is for males. 
3 Chest Pain Cp 1=typical angina 

2=atypical angina 
3=non-angina pain 
4=asymptomatic 

4 Resting blood pressure Trestbps Blood pressure 
5 Serum cholesterol Chol Minimum Cholesterol:126 

Maximum Cholesterol:564 
6 Fasting blood sugar Fbs 0=false 

1=true 
7 Rest electrocardiograph Restecg 0=normal 

1=abnormality of ST 
2=left ventricular hypertrophy 

8 Max Heart rate Thalach Maximum heart rate achieved 
9 Exercise-induced angina Exang 0=no 

1=yes 
10 ST depression Oldpeak Exercise induced angina 

0=no 
1=yes 

11 Slope Slope Slope of peak exercise 
1=unsloping 
2=flat 
3=down sloping 

12 No of vessels Ca Major vessels colored (0-3) by 
fluoroscopy 

13 Thalassemia Thal 3=normal 
6=fixed defect 
7=reversible defect 

Table -1: Detailed Heart disease dataset attributes with the description 

 
Table -2: Static study of the data related to heart disease 

 
Sr.no Attribute Attribute representation Description 
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2.2 Data pre-processing 

 
The procedure used to efficiently prepare a dataset for categorization is known as data pre-processing. There might be 

some missing values in the real-world data that has been gathered and saved in the database. This is the most typical issue 
because every patient would have entered their information incorrectly. The normalization of the attribute data fills in the 
missing values. 

𝒊     

𝒊 − 𝝁𝒊 

             𝝈𝒋 

2.3 Feature extraction 
 

The goal of feature extraction is to achieve the aim by extracting a subset of new features from the original set using some 
functional mapping. The extremely significant characteristics are chosen for prediction once the feature significance graph is 
plotted for feature extraction. 

 

Chart 1: Feature Importance Plot 
 

The below figure shows the attribute distribution. 

𝒙 

𝒙

Where 𝜇 = mean, 𝜎 = standard deviation, 𝑥 = single value feature. Utilizing a unit mean and zero variance, the data 
characteristics are standardized.  

= 

 

Chart 2 : Visualization of the Data 
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3. MODELING AND ANALYSIS 
 

3.1 Classification 

 
Following pre-processing, the data is separated into train data and test data. In this study, the hybrid model is proposed. On 

the train data, a variety of classification techniques are used to train the model. Gaussian NB, Linear SVC, Logistic Regression, 
Decision Tree Classifier, Random Forest Classifier, KNN, and SVM are the algorithms employed in the suggested model. 

3.2 Confusion matrix 
 

A table called a confusion matrix is used to describe how well a classification system performs. A confusion matrix shows 
and sums up a classification algorithm's performance. The confusion matrix for each classifier is shown below in the figures.The 
following is a definition of each entry in the confusion matrix: 

 The total number of accurate findings or hypotheses where the real class was positive is known as the true 
positive rate (TP). 

 The total number of inaccurate findings or forecasts made while the actual class was positive is known as the 
false positive rate (FP). 

 The total number of accurate findings or hypotheses where the actual class was negative is known as the true 
negative rate (TN). 

 The amount of incorrect outcomes or predictions made when the actual class was negative is known as the false 
negative rate (FN). 
 

                                   

                                             

Fig 3. Random Forest classifier         Fig 4. Logistic Regression 

 

Fig 5. Gaussian NB Fig 6. Linear SVC 
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                                                       Fig 7. Decision Tree                       Fig 8.  KNN 

 

Fig 9. SVM 

Table 3. Performance table of classifier algorithms 

 

 

The algorithm with the greatest accuracy score is taken into consideration for the prediction of the patient's heart illness based 
on the performance table of classifier algorithms. The classifier used for heart disease prediction uses the Linear SVC model 
since it provides the best accuracy compared to all other classifiers. 

   4. RESULTS 

4.1 UI Design 

A result is the final consequence of actions or events expressed qualitatively orquantitatively. Performance analysis is an 
operational analysis, is a set of basic quantitative relationship between the performance quantities. 
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Figure 10: Login Page 

This is the login page where user can enter into the website by entering name and the password set by user once registered to the 
website. Once the details are entered, it goes back checks whether the details given while registering match. If it matches then it 
allows to login into website. 

 

 

Figure 11: Sign Up Page 

The above figure shows the sign-up page. If the user is visiting the website for the first time, then the user should register to 
the site by providing the personal information asked in the form. The user after filling the details should click on Create Account 
button. If the user is already registered, then the alert is shown that the user is already registered. If the user is registered, then 
already have one? Option is clicked. The button takes the user to login page. 
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Figure 12: Database Page 

The above figure shows the database page. The data provided by the user during registration is stored in the database. Each user 
has unique username. If the new user registers by providing the username already existing, it shows the user already exists 
prompting user to input the other username. The user while logging-in, has to enter the correct username and password. If the 
username and password provided by the user is matched with the database, then the user is successfully. 

                

Figure 13: Input Page 
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The above figure is the user input page. Once the user logs-in into the website, then he is directed to this page. User has to input 
the data according to their health conditions by selecting from the dropdown options. Age is of integer type; the user has to input 
the age in numbers. The Sex filed have the options male and female, the user has to choose one. The Resting Blood Pressure, 
Serum Cholesterol in mg/dl, Maximum Heart Rate, ST Depression induced are the integer type; the user has to input data from the 
medical record provided. The other fields like Chest pain type, Fasting Blood Sugar, Resting ECG Results, Exercise Induced 
Angina; the user select one of the options from the dropdown menu. 

 

Figure 14: Result for Test Cases
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Fig 15. Prediction Form 

 Fig 16. Result for Test Cases 
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The above figure shows the output page. Once user gives the input and select to predict, it then redirects to the result page and 
after processing it gives the result whether heart disease is present or not. The page also contains the option “go back to home page” 
which takes the user to home page. 
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Figure 17: Diet Plan Page 

 The above figure is directed from the results page to diet plan page. Based on the results of the user and how risky the 
disease is the system provides a diet plan to the user to maintain health conditions. By following the diet plan user can bring his 
health conditions from severe to normal.  

4.2 Research Implications 

 
The proposed methodology aims to predict weather the patient is suffering from the heart disease or not. This automation 

helps doctors to analyze the critical condition of the patients. Hence it also helps in improvement of treatments. A user interface 
is created to take the input from the user and the model predicts the presence of heart disease and recommends diet plans. This 
is useful for improving the user’s health effectively. 

 

5. CONCLUSION 
 

Heart Disease Prediction is a very common problem now. This proposed user interface platform helps everyone to register 
and login and give in the data and get to know their health status. Based on the given data it predicts wether the heart disease is 
present or not. This proposed system helps to identify disease in a very early stage to prevent death rate. A database is also 
created so that all the patient’s data can be stored. It is a hybrid system approach successfully used for heart disease prediction 
with higher accuracy rate. 
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6. FUTURE ENHANCEMENTS 

In future, model for direct service of the patients from the old age homes or other home care centers to the Intensive Care 
Unit (ICU) through ambulance services can be planned. An artificially intelligent system will take the data of clinical parameters 
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from old age homes or other care centers. The model gets the single output that will reveal distinct stages of patients in terms 
of healthy,  first/second stage of  sickness  and critical  stage.  The  system will  show green color if  the status  of  the person is 
healthy, and the respective person will be informed via SMS that you are ‘Healthy’. Otherwise, if the person is at the first/second 
stage of sickness, then a SMS ‘Do frequent monitoring’ will be sent to his/her mobile number. 
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